History

This term, we will be looking at people in history who have
influenced our lives and effected changes within it. We will study
people such as, Florence Nightingale, Louis Braille, and Rosa Parks.
Geography

We will be studying Sri Lanka. We will look at how this country
differs from our own and what similarities we can find. We will
compare weather and climate, famous buildings, ways of life the
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landscape and the kinds of jobs people do.

R.E
Our focus this term is on asking the question: ‘What does it mean
to be a Jew?
We will also be finding out ‘Why does Easter matter to
Christians?’

Music
This term, we will be
learning about timbre,
tempo and dynamics.

PE
This term, Soccer Stars will be
coaching the children in games skills
on Mondays

We will then be

Year 1 will be having gymnastics on

exploring sounds.

Tuesdays with Miss Burrows.

We will also be learning
songs for our Easter
service.

Year 2 will have gymnastics at Big Top
on Tuesdays.
!Please remember your kit

Curriculum Information
A booklet for parents

Literacy
Much of our English work will be focussed on our topics.
We will be writing about lots of different things, many of
which will be topic based. We will be using information, stories
and poetry as a stimulus.
We will be concentrating on the presentation of our work as

Science
This term, the children will be learning about materials and their
properties.
They will observe and comment on the way materials react to
water, etc. They will do experiments and make observations,
recording them and observing changes over time.

well as improving sentences.
Y1 – the focus will be on writing sentences independently, using
phonics to help with spelling and using ‘and’ to join short
sentences together.
Y2 – will be refining their skills in sentence writing, using a
range of co-ordinating and subordinating conjunctions, learning
to spell ‘tricky’ words and writing in a range of genre.
Maths

This term, Y1 will be covering the topics of:
Place value within 50
Addition and Subtraction within 20
Measure: Length and height
Measure: Weight and volume

ICT
This term we will be continuing to use Purple Mash to familiarise
ourselves with the tools and systems we can use to present our
work.

Art/DT
This term we will be looking at Surrealist art. This will focus mainly
on the work of Joan Miro and comparing it with the work of
Salvador Dali. This will also include printing and sculpture.

Y2 will be covering the topics of:
Money
Multiplication and division
Statistics
Shape
Fractions

PSHE
Our themes, this term, are love, respect and friendship.

